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Some 30 stars are inluded in the group of the R Coronae Borealis (RCB) type variables(Rosenbush 1996). We an follow their history during at least 100 years, and we ande�nitely say that the manifestations of this type of variability eased in one of the stars(UV Cas) and appeared in another star (FG Sge). Out this fat we an roughly estimatethat the RCB variability phase lasts about 3000 years.Under suh transieny of the RCB phase we an expet that some variability param-eters will hange. In partiular, the light variation periodiity might be initially absentand thereafter appear. From the study of the historial light urve Sterne (1934) estab-lished that the moments of light minimum onset are distributed ideally irregularly. Sinethat study the harater of R CrB's variability has hanged, and a 4400-day yle in thesequene of minima has appeared (Rosenbush 1997). The yle is haraterized by highativity in its �rst half and by lower ativity in the seond half. The existene of regularityauses that minima our more likely in September{Deember (Howarth 1977, Rosenbush1997). Now the sixth yle is observed. Parameters of yles are given in Table 1.
Table 1: Onset and duration of yles in R Coronae BorealisCyle Year of Julian Date Duration ofnumber the onset of the onset yle, daysI 1933 2427730 5130II 1948 2432860 4101III 1960 2436961 4394IV 1972 2441355 4200V 1983 2445555 4435VI 1995 2449990 ?VII 2007-08 - -

The existene of this periodiity allows us to foreast a light minimum (or the wholelight urve) at least until the end of the urrent yle (Fig. 1). From the fold of theselight urves we may say that minima may our before JD 2452500 in two intervals: JD2452100{2452200 (with a probability, whih is a ratio of the number of events previouslyobserved at this phase to the number of yles, of 1/5) and JD 2452400{2452500 (with
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Figure 1. Light urve of R CrB separately for every yle and normalized to the 4400-day duration inthe time sale of 6th yle aording to Table 1, sine 1933. Current visual observations of the VSOLJmembers are given to JD 2451905
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a probability of 2/5). Then a prolonged interval of relative quiesene would start, whenonly one shallow minimum in the JD 2453200{2453900 period is supposed to be observed.The 6th yle will �nish near JD 2454400 with the onset of the �rst deep minimum of 7thyle.The demonstrated possibility of light urve foreasting allows us to introdue an ele-ment of predition that helps in planning future observations.Aknowledgements. The author is grateful to the VSOLJ for the possibility of theunlimited aess in the database, to the VSNET administrators and to all observers.
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